A classification is given for the composite knots and the Dehn surgery on these knots which yield Seifert fibered surgery manifolds. We prove that if a knot K is the composition of two torus knots, then some (unique) integral surgery on K yields a Seifert fibered manifold, and conversely if the surgery manifold of a composite knot K is Seifert fibered, then K is the composition of two torus knots and the surgery must be integral surgery, which is uniquely determined.
In this paper we classify the composite knots and the Dehn surgeries on these knots which yield Seifert fibered surgery manifolds. In [8] Moser conjectured that surgery on a nontorus knot could not yield a Seifert fibered manifold, in particular, could not yield a lens space. Many counterexamples to Moser's conjecture have been found. Baily and Rolfsen [2] showed that the lens space L(23,7) could be obtained by -23-surgery on the (ll,2)-cable knot about the trefoil knot; Simon discovered similar examples. Fintushel and Stern [4] constructed infinitely many noniterated torus knots, upon which certain surgery yields lens spaces. More recently, Gordon [6] classified the surgery manifolds of all iterated torus knots, Berge [3] and Gabai [5] have independently constructed an infinite collection of knots in solid tori such that certain surgery on them in the solid torus yield D x S , and therefore yield lens spaces when the knots are considered to be in 5 . Since cable knots are prime knots and the surgery manifold of a composite knot contains an incompressible torus (see, for example, [6] ), none of the above-mentioned knots is a composite knot. Indeed, no nontrivial surgery on a composite knot may yield a lens space. It is then natural to ask if any such surgery manifold is Seifert fibered. In this paper, we show that if a knot K is the composition of two torus knots, then some (unique) integral surgery on K yields a Seifert fibered manifold, and conversely if a surgery manifold of a composite knot K is Seifert fibered, then the surgery must be an integral surgery, K must be the composition of two torus knots, and the integer is uniquely determined.
Let m, n be relatively prime integers and « ^ 0, let K be a nontrivial knot with meridian-longitude pair (p,, X), and let F be a solid torus with meridianlongitude (p0,X0). The surgery manifold (K;m/n) obtained by performing Dehn surgery of type m/n on K is Xuh V, where h: dV -* dX is the gluing homeomorphism h(p.Q) = mp + nX. Note that up to homeomorphism of the surgery manifold, we may assume n > 0.
Suppose K = Kx $K2 is the composition of the knots Kx and K2, and let (px,Xx), (p2,X2) and (p,X) be the meridian-longitude pairs for Kx , K2
and K respectively. Denote by X, = s\N(Kx), X2 = s\N(K2), and X = 3 °S \N(K) the knot manifolds of Kx, K2, and K respectively. Notice that Xx , X2, and X are cubes with knotted holds (see [1] ). We have X = Xx l)A =A X2 where Ax and A2 are two meridional annuli on dXx and dX2 respectively, along which X{ and X2 are identified. In X we may assume px = ß2 = p. and A = A,|Ja =a X2, where ax and a2 are spanning arcs in Ax and A2 respectively, The following well-known lemmas and corollary will be needed in the proof of Theorem 4. For completeness we supply the proofs. We now state and prove our main results. (pqpx+Xx)\ax contained in Bx and rsp2+X2 is the arc (rsp2+X2)\a2 contained in dX2\A2 (see Figure 2) . Let p}Q' = h (pqpx+Xx) and p0 = h (rsp2+X2). Then p0 = p0 ua p0 and h(p0 ') = pqpx +XX and h(p0 ) = rsp2 + X2. Since h(p^) Ua ax = pqpx +XX is a (pq, l)-curve on dXx, it is freely homotopic to a fiber in dXx, and therefore we may refiber Xx, if necessary, so that h(p0 )Udax is a fiber in dXx . Since f(p0 ) is freely isotopic (rel d) to p0 in XjUB =fi F, and X, UB =B F = Xx , it follows that X, u5 =fi F can be Seifert fibered so that jUq1' Ua a, is a fiber on d(Xj UB =B V). Now //|,2) u ax is identified via h with (r5/z+l2)Uaa2 = rsp2+X2, a (rj, l)-curve on dX2, and therefore is homotopic to a fiber in dX2. We may refiber X2 if necessary, so that (rsp2 + X2)\Jd a2 is a fiber in dX2. Thus (K;pq + rs) = (Xx l)B =B V) l>d X2 is Seifert fibered. From the proof it is clear that (Xx uB =B V) is fibered over a disk with two singular fibers of indices q and p; therefore (K;pq + rs) is Seifert fibered over S with singular fibers of indices q, p , s , and r. Proof. As stated previously, the torus F = d(Xx uB =B V) = dX2 is 2-sided, separating and incompressible in (K ; m/n) = (Xx \JB =B F)ua X2. By Theorem 0 and Lemma 1 (applying to X2), we conclude that F is a union of fibers in some Seifert fibration of (K;m/n), and therefore Xx UB =B V and X2 are Seifert fibered. Since X2 is Seifert fibered, by Corollary 2.1, K2 is a torus knot.
Now consider the Seifert fibered 3-manifold X, uB " V, and let B = B. = a fiber in d(S\N(Kpq)) = dX{ is a (pq, l)-curve. Since 5, c <9X, , every fiber in 5, = B must be a (p<7, l)-curve on dX{ . But every fiber in a fibered annulus is a generating simple closed curve, and Bx is a meridional annulus contained in dX{ , hence we obtain a contradiction. Therefore, « = 1. Now since « = 1 , X, = X, u" R V ; since X, U" " V is Seifert fibered,
X, is Seifert fibered and so AT, is a torus knot by Corollary 2.1. Let Kx= K and A"2 = Kr s ; because the Seifert fibrations of the knot manifolds X{ = is determined by X, and is unique. Now because h(pQ ) is isotopic (rel d)
to //q in X[ UB =B F, we conclude that p0 Ua ax is freely homotopic to a fiber in 9(Xj UÄ =B V) which is identified via /i asa fiber in 9X2. Thus h(p0 ) Ua a2 = ((m -pq)p2 + X2) Ua a2 is freely homotopic to a fiber in <9X2, and is therefore an (rs, l)-curve in 9X2. Thus m -pq = rs and we have m = pq + rs .
